Historical Institute London titled "Europe and the West: Old and New
Identities," he warned against seeing in the European Union a counterweight to the United States. Dahrendorf was a transatlantic thinker, and even if we did not always agree-about European integration or the Iraq War, say-we always converged on a fundamental point: that which holds the West together at its core is an eighteenth-century idea developed on both sides of the Atlantic: namely, the idea of a free order built on the rule of law.
My talk today is about the preconditions and consequences of the West's normative project. I would like to start with a quick sketch of the concept itself, for in both its cultural and political senses the "West" has meant different things at different times. The opposition that existed in classical Greece between the Hellenic and the barbaric, the Occident (what the Greeks called hespéra or dysmaí) and the Orient (what the Greeks called anatolé) grew out of experiences gathered during the Persian Wars in the first half of the fifth century BC. In the Christian regions of Europe, the word "Occident" referred to the domain of the Western Church, which is to say the Latin Church, as opposed to the domain of the Greek Church, which is to say Byzantium. On the transatlantic front, the West was rarely thought of as a unity prior to the twentieth century. Only after 1890, when North America was seen to have attained cultural and political parity with Europe, did the concept enter general circulation, particularly in the Anglo-Saxon world. At that time, of course, it still had to compete with another, more dominant concept, namely, that of the white race. The idea of the West was both narrower and broader than the race-based notion of community. It was narrower because it excluded the Russian and Balkan parts of Europe, which were deemed behind the times; but it was also broader because membership in Western civilization was not predicated on blood.
For one Western country, the concept of the West was, for a while, a fighting word. In the First World War, Germany associated the "West" with France, Great Britain, and, once it entered the conflict, the United States. From the viewpoint of Germany's nationalist defenders, Thomas Mann among them, these countries stood for the very values that Germany rejected: democratic majority rule and materialism. Germany, by contrast, stood for the superior values of an inward-looking culture founded on a strong state. A specific feature of Jewish monotheism is the promise of messianic salvation for the elected people. Early Christianity stood in the tradition of Hellenistic Judaism, where hopes were pinned not on the arrival of the national Messiah but on a world redeemer, and with it, on a telos and termination of history. And it is these values on which the normative project of the West is grounded.
The normative project of the West was not an invention of the Enlightenment. Nationalism experienced a functional shift that went hand in hand with a change in the social strata who bore it: From a weapon used by the emergent bourgeoisie to fight the forces of the status quo came an instrument in the rightwing struggle against the internationalist left.
The "integral nationalism" that emerged in France at the turn of the century, often in combination with modern antisemitism, paved the way for fascism.
The conflict between the divided left and the fascist movement was to leave its mark on the period between the world wars. In the colonies, by contrast, nationalism was a weapon of emancipation. The nations that understand themselves as part of the West make up only a minor portion of the world's population.
For all that, the West's claim that certain rights are inalienable is also a claim that they are universal. Until these rights are acknowledged universally the world over, the normative project of the West will remain unfinished. This project represents the West's greatest invention. It is that which lends it historical greatness and holds it together at the core, all contradictions notwithstanding. The best the West can do to disseminate its values is to adhere to them while keeping a critical eye on its past violations. This history teaches us that without human rights, the separation of powers, and the rule of law all communities face serious risks sooner or later. Of course, people cannot be forced to accept this truth. Even some Western countries were long in taking it to heart. Germany was certainly one of them.
The normative project of the West was, as I stressed at the beginning, the issue that mattered most to Ralf Dahrendorf. At the talk he gave for the German Historical Institute London in 2003, he reaffirmed his deep commitment to that project. I would like to end my talk today with his words:
[Quote] "I . . . remain a Westerner before I am a European, and while some of
